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2018 was an exciting year for Dynamic Glass! We expanded into the Austin market strengthening our foothold in Texas.
Our Preconstruction teams had a remarkable year of sales securing work that will keep us busy through 2020. We
successfully completed several key projects which enhanced our reputation of being a quality contractor that executes at
the highest level.

The most exciting part for me is seeing the team we have in place. There are so many talented people in all three offices
that bleed our Core Values of People, Passion and Execution. The experience level throughout the organization is
phenomenal. There is collaboration between divisions and offices like I’ve never seen before. We have rallied alongside
each other struggling through personal issues embracing the fact that we are one big family. With all the work we have
upcoming it will be fun to add team members that align with our Vision and Core Values!
As we step into 2019, it’s crucially important for us take some time to plan and reflect. Where did you win? Where did
you lose? What can you do to make yourself and those around you better? We each need to take time to reflect on
what’s important and planning out your year should be at the top of the list.
For starters, let’s throw out the word “resolution.” Resolutions tend to lose steam by spring time after that New Year’s
ambition and energy has worn off. Focus on goals that can become permanent improvements to your life. Consider all
aspects of life when setting goals. Spiritual, mental, physical, family and professional are all categories to explore and
assign goals to. If you’re needing some help developing goals, try using the S.M.A.R.T. acronym. Is it Specific, Motivating,
Attainable, Relevant, Trackable?
Accountability is a key ingredient to achieve your goals. Share your goals with your family and colleagues so they know
what you’re aiming toward. They can check in and help you get past hurdles. Accountability helps us push past those
times where it gets tough or we don’t feel like putting in the effort on a given day. Also, be an accountability partner for
those that share their goals with you. Figure out ways to help them achieve their goals.
Don’t forget to celebrate progress and achievement! Share your victories with the same people that are holding you
accountable. They will be just as excited to celebrate your achievement. Make this journey fun despite the hard work it
will take to get there.
2019 is going to be an amazing year of growth and accomplishment. I look forward to hearing the goals you plan on
smashing individually and collectively. Let’s walk the talk this year and separate ourselves from the pack!

Kevin Carey
Executive Vice President

I hope everyone had a great holiday break and is ready for what promises to be a very exciting
new year for Dynamic Glass. In 2019 we will start several of the largest jobs Dynamic Glass has
been a part of and we will also start several projects with new customers that we’ve been
pursuing for a long time. Larger projects and new customers means new jobsite regulations that
will be outside of our norm. While this will take some getting used to, the new requirements will
only make us stronger and safer. As we continue to grow as a Company, we must keep our focus
on safety. It only takes one moment where someone loses focus for a disaster to happen.
Looking back, we had another successful year in terms of safety in 2018. I’m very pleased to
report that we have dropped our current EMR rating from .70 to .64. I believe this is the lowest
number we have ever reported and a huge deal in our industry. The EMR number is based the
number of safety incidents over the hours worked with an EMR of 1.00 being average. An EMR
rating of .64 effectively says we are 36% safer than average. I am very happy with the hard work
and dedication our team has achieved this past year and I can’t wait to see what everyone
achieves this coming year.
- Sean McGee
Safety Manager

In this issue of Project Spotlight, we have highlighted HCA Plano with JE Dunn. This project is unique
with Dynamic setting pre-glazed frames in Baker Triangle’s shop and then Baker setting prefabricated
panels on the jobsite. You can see the benefit of this strategy in the two photos below.

We sat down with Chase Wood, Senior Project Manager, to hear his perspective on the project.
What did you find most challenging about executing this project?
For me, coordinating and scheduling the installation of our units in Baker Prefab’s shop was the most
challenging portion of the project. Following Baker’s panel sequence meant we had to be on the ball
with our installation crew’s availability.

What did you like most about being a part of the project?
On the same hand, the collaboration of working directly with another trade like Baker for the majority
of our installation is my favorite part of the project so far. It has been a fun challenge that has required
us to be more efficient with our deliveries and installation crews.
What takeaways do you have from this project to apply to future large projects?
The intensity at which we are able to drive the project through the design phase with our trade partner,
Baker Prefab, was something that I hope to carry over to future projects.
Can you name an example of the DG team working together to succeed?
With the highly variable schedule that the project required the shop, field, and office teams had to
constantly work together to coordinate the completion of project milestones. Specifically, there was a
time when an adjacent metal panel detail needed to be revised to work with our unit installation. The
whole team worked together to brainstorm and present a viable alternative to the design team that
was ultimately accepted and implemented into the project.
What is your favorite feature of the project?
If I haven’t already expressed it enough, the prefabrication panels that we installed our units into is my
favorite feature of the project. The controlled nature of the installation environment has been highly
conducive to efficient, quality work. Watching an entire elevation of the building get installed in the
field in a matter of days was really awesome. See for yourself!
Is there something most don’t know about the project that you would like to share?
With approximately 75% of our glazing being installed in Baker’s shop we were able to glaze the prefab
portion of the project with only three guys utilizing the shop overhead crane. Glazing and sealant work
happened with the prefabricated panels laid out flat. These units were then shipped to the jobsite and
welded in place by Baker’s team. Installation in the field went fast.
Feel Free to add anything else you’d like.
I hope that we are able to continue riding the prefabricated exterior train because the process is
streamlined and efficient. Bring on some more HCA projects!

Job Name: Block 42
Location: Houston, TX
Contractor: D.E. Harvey
Architect: House + Partners

Recently
Awarded
Projects!!

Job Name: Park Place River Oaks
Location: Houston, TX
Contractor: DE Harvey
Architect: Beck Architects
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Create a people first culture where we
love what we do and execute at the
highest level.

• New tower planned in mixed-use development near River Oaks
• Groundbreaking for New Hidalgo County Courthouse set for Fall
• ABS opens New World Headquarters
• Dynamic Glass makes an appearance in Construction News

•

1/24 – TEXO Economic Forum

•

2/25 – TEXO/ASC Student Competition

•

4/26-4/27 – TEXO Bass Tournament

•

April (TBD) – DG Family Picnic

“We are building a lasting company by constantly reinvesting in our people, products,
and process.” – Rick Cieslewicz

CONTACT US

HOUSTON

9419 Windfern Road, Houston, TX 77064
P 713.895.0080 F 713.895.7277 info@dynamicglass.com
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P 214.329.0555 F 713.895.7277 info@dynamicglass.com
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